English permits adverbial subordinate clauses to be placed either before or after their associated main clause. Previous research has shown that the positioning is conditioned by various factors from the domains of semantics, discourse pragmatics and language processing. With the exception Diessel (2008), these factors have never been investigated in concert, which makes it difficult to understand their relative importance. Diessel's study, however, discusses only temporal constructions and identifies iconicity of sequence as the strongest predictor of clause position. Since this explanation is, in principle, unavailable for other types of subordinate clauses, the generalizability of Diessel's findings is somewhat limited. The present study offers a multifactorial analysis of 2,000 concessive constructions from the written part of the BNC and assesses the variable importance of six factors for the ordering choice, showing that semantic and discourse-pragmatic factors are much stronger predictors of clause position than processing-based, weight-related ones. On a methodological note, the study proposes that random forests using conditional inference trees constitute the preferred tool for the general type of problem investigated here.
INTRODUCTION
When language users of English produce a complex sentence with an adverbial subordinate clause, they have a choice as to where to place the dependent clause relative to the main clause. For all present intents and purposes, they can put it either before or after the main clause. 2 The examples in (1) to (4) illustrate this variation using pairs of constructions that incorporate adverbial clauses of different semantic types:
( Numerous studies have shown that the preferred positioning of a subordinate clause depends on its semantics. That is to say, the different semantic sub-types of adverbial clauses shown in (1) -(4) apparently prefer different positions within a complex sentence construction (Quirk et al. 1985; Biber et al. 1999; Diessel 2005) . Based on an analysis of spoken and written corpus data, Diessel (2005) shows that conditional clauses are mainly sentence-initial, causal clauses are mainly sentence-final, and temporal clauses are fairly evenly divided between the two. 3 Concessive adverbial clauses are found to predominantly follow the associated main clause (see, for instance, Biber et al. 1999: 834) . In the attempt to explain this variation, prior research has offered various accounts from different areas of linguistic inquiry including discoursepragmatics and language processing (cf. Chafe 1984 , Givon 1985 , Thompson and Longacre 1985 , Hawkins 1994 , Verstraete 2004 . While early studies have offered monocausal explanations for the phenomenon, more recent studies have highlighted the multifaceted nature of the phenomenon and have put forth estimations of the relative importance of various, potentially competing factors (Diessel 2005 (Diessel , 2008 . The most comprehensive study in this respect that accommodates processing-based, semantic and discourse-functional perspectives is Diessel's (2008) work on the positioning of temporal clauses (as in (3)). Drawing on corpus data from spoken and written English, Diessel uses logistic regression to investigate several factors, namely length, complexity, pragmatic import and the principle of iconicity, and concludes that the latter is "the strongest predictor for the initial occurrence of a temporal adverbial clause" (Diessel 2008:482) . The generalizability of this finding to other semantic types of complex adverbial constructions seems limited though, as the strongest predictor, iconicity of sequence, does not seem to be straightforwardly applicable to all other semantic domains. 4 Diessel himself recognized this point as he wrote " […] it seems that the principle of iconicity is not immediately relevant for the positioning of causal and conditional clauses" (Diessel 2008:470) . In order to broaden our understanding of clause ordering, we focus on a semantic type of adverbial clause that represents a construction type for which an explanation in terms of iconicity does not recommend itself, namely concessive clauses (as in (4)). Quirk and colleagues characterize concessive clauses as "indicat [ing] that the situation in the matrix clause is contrary to expectation in the light of what is said in the concessive clause." (Quirk et al. 1985 (Quirk et al. : 1098 . Such constructions are commonly used in argumentative text types and "allow us to concede, or admit, that an opposing point has merit and, at the same time, to deemphasize the opposing point's importance to the reader" (cf. Altman et al. 2010: 71) . That is to say that they are used to (i) highlight information which supports the position of a speaker/writer on the topic at hand and, simultaneously, (ii) to extenuate the importance of conflicting information which may not support his/her position (ibid.). Given the above-mentioned tendency for concessive adverbial clauses to follow the main clause, the question arises as to what makes the language user deviate from this "default choice" by placing a concessive adverbial clause in the initial slot?
The present study sets out to contribute to answering this question on the basis of a multifactorial analysis of corpus data from the written part of the British National Corpus. More specifically, the study makes complementary use of two types of statistical classifiers, random forests of conditional inference trees and binomial logistic regression, so as to assess to what degree the ordering is conditioned on a set of factors proposed in the literature. These factors include (1) the proportional LENGTH, (2) the degree of DERANKING of the subordinate clause, (3) the COMPLEXITY of the construction, (4) the presence of a BRIDGING context, and (5) the choice of SUBORDINATOR. An important, albeit secondary goal of this paper is methodological in nature, namely to promote the primary technique employed here, the random forest method utilizing conditional inference trees. This method provides unbiased variable selection in the individual classification trees allowing us to reliably assess the relative importance of variables that are measured on different scales or that differ in terms of the number of distinguished factor levels, a scenario where traditional tree-based models have trouble and the coefficients of logistic regression models are harder to interpret. For these reasons (as well as others to be discussed in section 3), the method is considered an ideal tool to solve the type of problem at hand, namely measuring the importance of a set of investigated variables.
The remainder of this section will present a discussion of prior research and explicate the factors investigated in this study. Section 2 will present the data underlying the study. Section 3 will explicate the employed methodology. Section 4 will discuss the results before we finally conclude the study in section 5.
Processing-related and discourse-pragmatic determinants of linear ordering
Processing-based accounts typically aim to explain the positioning of an adverbial clause in terms of variables such as the relative length of the clausal elements and their complexity, whereas discourse-functional accounts have focused on variables such as the relative availability of the respective information and the discourse-organizing role of the adverbial clause. We will discuss the relevant factors momentarily but would like to point out at this point that they cannot always be fully disentangled. For example, one important factor to influence linear ordering is grammatical weight, i.e. the relative LENGTH of the constituents. It is a long established empirical fact that in languages like English longer constituents tend to follow shorter ones (cf. Behaghel 1932; Quirk et al. 1985) . One way of accounting for this preference is to say that this short-before-long ordering is more efficient with respect to the online processing of the whole structure (cf. Hawkins 1994 and Gibson 1998 . According to Hawkins' performance based theory of constituent ordering (1994, 2004) , heavy constituents are expected to appear sentence-finally, as this ordering is cognitively more efficient in head-initial languages making both production and parsing easier. Similarly, Gibson's Dependency Locality Theory (Gibson 1998 (Gibson , 2000 states that the processing complexity of a linguistic configuration is contingent on the length of its syntactic dependencies.
Sentence-initial subordinate clauses introduce longer dependencies and are thus more difficult to parse. Diessel (2005) draws on Hawkins' theory to account for the greater length of final versus initial adverbial clauses. Temperley (2007) provides empirical support for Gibson's Dependency Locality Theory. These accounts share the assumption that length differentials play a causal role in the explanation. Alternatively, however, one might offer a pragmatic, information structural explanation for the tendency of "lighter" constituents to precede "heavier" ones with recourse to the "given-new" principle (cf. Arnold et al. 2000) : new information necessitates more linguistic material to be encoded relative to given information. Not unrelatedly, discourse-pragmatic accounts have also alluded to the principle of end-focus, which describes the increase of informativeness towards the end of each grammatical unit, for both clauses and multiclause expressions like the ones investigated here. These strategies give the ongoing discourse a forward impetus -what Firbas (1971) described as "communicative dynamism" (Firbas 1971: 136) . From this viewpoint, the role of grammatical weight is more indirect, in fact epiphenomenal. Whatever its role in an explanatorily adequate account, it appears that length is an important predictor for adverbial clause positioning even when the abovementioned semantic variable, type of adverbial clause, is controlled for: Temperley (2007) finds that postmodifying clauses are significantly longer than premodifying clauses and concludes that " [t] he greater length of postmodifying clauses does not appear to be an artifact of length differences between different semantic types of adverbial clauses" (Temperley 2007: 312) . A second variable to influence linear ordering is the COMPLEXITY of the construction. Adverbial clauses may display various degrees of complexity and, given the processing-related considerations discussed earlier, one might expect to find sentence-initial adverbial clauses to be structurally less complex. Of course, what exactly it means for a structure to count as complex is a non-trivial issue in and of itself (cf., e.g., Szmrecsányi 2004 and references therein). We have taken what we consider to be a conservative route and, following Diessel (2008) , counted as complex only those adverbial clauses that contained another subordinate clause of any type.
Following Cristofaro (2003) , the third variable incorporated into this study is referred to as DERANKING and distinguishes 'balanced' and 'deranked' adverbial clauses (cf. also Diessel and Hetterle 2011 ). An adverbial clause in English is 'balanced' if is tensed, and it is considered 'deranked' if it is not tensed but reduced in some way, i.e. if it either comprises a non-finite verb form or is expressed as a verbless construction. Consider the example in (5). The finite (=balanced) adverbial clause in the sentence (5) (a) Although it was specific to attacking the GSM mobile phone network, DePetrillo and Bailey's talk showed how IMSIs could help to reveal the identity of the owner and other information. (PDF at find. pcworld.com/70348) can be 'deranked' or reduced to a non-finite clause:
(b) Although being specific to attacking […] or even further compressed to:
(c) Although specific to attacking […] Of course, both COMPLEXITY and DERANKING correlate with LENGTH: a more complex clause is likely to be longer than a less complex one, and a balanced subordinate clause is likely to be longer than a deranked one. However, these three factors should not be reduced to just a single factor, because (a) their intercorrelations are not perfect (a deranked adverbial clause is shorter than its balanced counterpart but a short adverbial clause is not necessarily deranked) and (b) some variables may be more directly associated with one type of explanation than another one: for example, proportional length is often used to operationalize differences in cognitive efficiency (cf. Hawkins 2004) , so above all we might consider length a processing-related variable. Deranking, by contrast, may also be conceived of as expressing a discourse-pragmatic variable (with less pronounced implications for processing-related explanations): the reason for using a reduced form may very well be the communicative need to iconically reflect the degree of clause integration (as non-finite constructions signal a higher degree of clause integration (Givon 1995b: 58) . Similarly, a deranked version might have been chosen to compress information (cf. Altenberg 1984; Greenbaum 1988; Granger 1997; Biber and Gray 2010) . Compared to their finite counterparts, non-finite or verbless adverbial clauses allow denser information packaging, i.e. they represent greater syntactic integration and more informational compactness. In short, the three correlating factors figure differently in different conceivable types of explanation. It has also been suggested that the ordering of adverbial clauses is co-determined by the need to support information structuring in discourse. Two discourse pragmatic functions are found to motivate language users to place adverbial clauses in initial positions; the "bridging" function and the "setting the stage" function. As pointed out by Verstraete (2004: 819) , initial adverbial clauses are seen as distinct from their counterparts in final position in terms of their "discourse-organizing rather than local functions, such as linking back to the preceding discourse or introducing new frames for upcoming discourse" (see also Thompson 1985; Ramsay 1987; Givón 1990; Ford 1993 ). In the current paper, we concentrate on one discourse-pragmatic factor only, that of BRIDGING, which describes a scenario where an initial adverbial clause serves as a bridge between the preceding and the following discourse, as in (6): (6) In order to predict mulitsolute solution behaviour, all of the previous solution theories describing non-ideal solutions require empirical parameters obtained by fitting the multisolute data of the solution of interest.
Although these solution theories are accurate for the particular subset of solutions for which the empirical parameters can be determined, they cannot be applied to solutions for which there are no multisolute solution data.
Note that bridging is also intimately tied to the notion of (derived) 'accessibility', which also has been shown to influence constituent ordering (cf. Arnold et al. 2000) : language users tend to produce given, accessible information earlier in the linguistic construction than new, inaccessible information. Finally, the choice of SUBORDINATOR, i.e. the specific lexical item encoding the concessive meaning, is considered as a further predictor to affect the relative positioning of the adverbial clause. The reason for its inclusion is the idea that there are subtle meaning differences between concessive clauses headed by different subordinators (combined with the more general observation discussed above that different semantic types of adverbial clauses prefer different positions). In their chapter on syntactic and semantic functions of subordinate clauses, Quirk et al. (1985 discuss the list of subordinators that can serve as heads of concessive clauses in English (although, though, while, whilst, whereas, and the more emphatic forms even though, even when and even if). They suggest that different subordinators can be distinguished on the basis of their degree of versatility/restrictiveness of application (see also Aarts 1988 for a discussion of usage-conditions of concessive subordinators). Specifically, they propose that " [a] lthough and the more informal though are the most versatile of the subordinators, since they may in fact relate clauses in which the situations are similar" and that whereas is "the most restricted of the four subordinators, requiring antithesis between two situations." This characterization is echoed in Cowan (2008: 555) , who states that the concessive subordinators while and whereas differ from although and (even) though as "they do not suggest that the main clause might be expected to be false; they simply express a contrast". The example in (7) demonstrates that whereas cannot always be used in place of although.
(a) Although she grew up in Tehran, she doesn't speak Farse. (b) *Whereas she grew up in Tehran, she doesn't speak Farse.
Based on these characterizations and observations, we investigate differences in preferred positioning between adverbial clauses headed by the semantically most dissimilar subordinators, viz. although and whereas. With these motivations for the inclusion of five determinants in place, we may now turn to a description of the data used in this study.
DATA & ANNOTATION
We randomly extracted from the written part of the British National Corpus (BNC, Burnard 1995) 1,000 subordinate clauses headed by although plus 1000 clauses headed by whereas for a total 2,000 data points, which were manually annotated with information pertaining to the variables outlined above. The data points are extracted from the written part of the BNC only as concessive clauses occur predominantly in written registers. Biber and colleagues note that "[…] concessive clauses are notably more common in the written registers (especially news and academic prose) […]" (Biber et al. 1999: 821 We observe that a considerable proportion of the concessive adverbial clauses (~ 44%) are in non-final positions. The majority of adverbial clauses (AdvCl) are balanced, contain no anaphoric device that would indicate a bridging context, and are simple, i.e. they do not contain any additional subordinate clause. Their proportional size relative to the whole pattern can be a little as 0.05 and as much as 0.90 and averaging around a value of 0.44. Recall that the exact same amount of ADVCL headed by although and whereas respectively was not coincidental but was due to our sampling. Figure 1 presents the distribution of these data across positions, i.e. sentence-initial versus sentence-final. Figure 1 already gives us some indication of notable distributional differences across the two clause positions: the more similar is the shape of the two lines in a given graph, the more similar is the distribution of that variable across the two positions. We can immediately see that the variable COMPLEXITY does not seem to discriminate between sentence final and sentence-initial adverbial clause, whereas SUBORDINATOR appears to do so. The next section is dedicated to providing statistical analyses of these data.
METHOD & RESULTS
In the attempt to measure the relative importance of the variables investigated here, we have made use of two statistical classifiers, i.e. two statistical procedures that seek to predict the placement of the adverbial clause, given a set of predictors. These techniques are random forests of conditional inference trees and binomial logistic regression. 6 We assume some familiarity with the general workings of the latter technique (for an introduction cf, e.g., Baayen 2008), but shall provide a short introduction into the rationale underlying the latter, since the random forest method has not been applied very often in linguistic contexts (but cf., e.g., Wiechmann 2011, Tagliamonte and Baayen (to appear) ). This short introduction will, however, focus on some of the most central conceptual ideas regarding the technique (for a general introduction to classification and regression trees cf. Breiman et al. 1984 ; for random forests cf. Breiman 2001; for an introduction into conditional inference framework cf. Hothorn and Zeileis 2006; for an implementation that employs conditional inference trees cf. Strobl et al. 2008 Strobl et al. , 2009 ). The principal reason why the method of random forests of conditional inference trees was employed here is the fact that the method recommends itself whenever we want to assess the importance of correlating variables as its estimation is less prone to error than 6 The machine learning and pattern recognition literature presents many alternative approaches to the present task (cf., e.g. Baldi and Brunak 2002 or Bishop 2006 for overviews) .
that of more commonly employed logistic regression techniques in such situations. When predictors correlate, the effect of a variable can be overshadowed by more significant competitors in simple or mixed effect regression models (Strobl et al. 2009: 337) .
7 Nevertheless, it can be helpful to build additional models from different frameworks to attain a more comprehensive understanding of the data. For this reason, we have also fitted a logistic regression model to the data. Not only can building additional models serve as a sanity check, i.e. as a test to quickly evaluate whether a claim or the result of a calculation can possibly be true, it can also offer complementary perspectives on the data. Finally, it also serves a third purpose of providing the reader with a description of the data that they are likely to be more familiar with.
Using (a forest of) classification trees
We will first have a look at the logic underlying conditional inference trees. We shall then motivate why we would want to use ensembles of such trees (a forest) and finally present a measure of variable importance based on this model.
8
Like many other types of statistical models used in contexts of data mining (e.g. logistic regression models), the purpose of classification trees in general is to predict a typically binary outcome on the basis of a set of predictor variables. Quite generally, such algorithms work through the data and determine a set of if-then logical (split) conditions that permit accurate classification of cases. The particular procedure employed here, so called Conditional Inference Trees, involves a recursive partitioning algorithm that works as follows:
1. Test the global null hypothesis of independence between any of the input variables and the response (here: ADVCL.FINAL). Stop if this hypothesis cannot be rejected. Otherwise select the input variable with the strongest association to the response. This association is measured by a p-value corresponding to a test for the partial null hypothesis of a single input variable and the response. 2. Implement a binary split in the selected input variable. 3. Recursively repeat steps (1) and (2).
In other words, the algorithm will split the dataset first on the basis of the most important variable and will then iteratively try to split each resulting sub-set of the data until it can no longer detect statistically significant associations between any of the tested variables and the response. Figure 2 presents a graphical representation of the output of the algorithm when applied to the present data.
7 Decision tree algorithms in general handle well mixed types of variables and missing values. They are robust to outliers and monotonic transformations of the input, and robust to irrelevant inputs. The advantages of tree-based models include for example that they are applicable in "small n large p"-situation, i.e. in scenarios where we are dealing with a large number of predictors and a small number of data points. It avoids problems of collinearity that can destabilize the model (cf. Tagliamonte and Baayen (to appear) for a discussion). 8 We have used R (R Development Core Team, 2011) for all computations and statistical analyses. 9 Continuous variables are usually discretized by defining new discrete-valued attributes that partition the continuous attribute value into a discrete set of intervals. A given partition is then split at a cut point that exhibits the most pronounced differences between the resulting ranges (cf. Breiman et al. 1984 ).
Figure 2: Conditional inference tree
The first thing to note is that all five predictors figure in the tree meaning that all predictors are relevant for the classification task at hand. The boxes at the bottom show the proportions of initial and final adverbial clauses of a given subset, which for expository reasons are labeled as "a" and "b" respectively. The best way to interpret the tree is to investigate it from top to bottom: we observe that the variable BRIDGING shows the strongest association to the response, ADVCL.FINAL, which tells us that the positioning of the adverbial clause can be predicted best when we know whether or not it contains an anaphoric item. If it does, i.e. if BRIDGING=ana(phoric), the adverbial clause invariably assumes the non-final position (the proportion of final positions is 0 in this case). As indicated by Node 17, this is true for 331 cases. The tree fragment branching to the left hand side then represents the subset of cases where there is no such anaphoric item. As indicated by Node 2, the variable with the strongest association to the response now is the predictor SUBORDINATOR, so the next split distinguishes all clauses introduced by whereas from those introduced by although. Notice that the resulting subsets are further split on the basis of two different variables, namely COMPLEXITY (leading to Node 3) and LENGTH (leading to Node 8). This suggests that there is an interaction between SUBORDINATOR on the one hand and LENGTH and/or COMPLEXITY on the other. We will come back to these interactions in section 3.2 when we apply the logistic regression model. The full interpretation of the tree follows the same logic. An important thing to note at this point is that a single tree can produce problematic results. Most importantly, it can produce results that may adequately describe structural properties of the data at hand but small changes in the data may affect the decision as to whether or not a variable is included into the tree. Hence we are well advised to be careful with our interpretation at this point. One way to remedy this situation is to build not just one tree (based on the complete data set) but many trees (based on random subsets of the data) and focus on the patterns they "agree on". In other words, to achieve more robust results and greater generalizability, we may grow a whole "forest of trees", rather than just a single one (hence the name of the procedure). Specifically, for the present study, we grew a total set of 500 trees using a bootstrapping technique, in which 500 different random subsamples were taken from the original data.
10 On the basis of the resulting model, we can now answer our principal question, namely given that all these variables influence the ordering choice, what are their relative strengths? We can obtain an estimation of the relative importance of the five variables using a permutation variable importance measure. The general logic of such measures is as follows. First, the original statistical association of a predictor and the response is broken by permuting the original values of the predictor. Having broken the association between predictor and response, it is then assessed how much the overall classification accuracy of the model drops: the greater the loss in accuracy, the more important the predictor. This measure is preferable over possible alternatives (e.g. Gini importance, Breiman 2001) because it is not biased when predictor variables vary in their number of categories or scale of measurement (cf. Strobl et al. 2008 for details).
11 Figure 3 presents the results. 10 The ensemble of conditional inference trees (random forest) was grown using the function cforest in the party library. The random forest tuning parameter "mtry", which determines the number of input variables randomly sampled as candidates at each node, was set to the number of input variables to enable bootstrap aggregating (bagging), which reduces variance and helps to avoid overfitting. A forest of 500 trees is in fact a lot larger than what would have been required as the error rate approaches its minimum after about 250 trees. 11 The conditional version of the "varimp" function from the R package "party", which was used here, adjusts for correlations between predictor variables. Variable importance of all predictors estimated from random forest model. The dashed line marks the value of the weakest predictor, DERANKING, against which the importance of the remaining predictors can be judged.
Variable importance should be interpreted and reported as a relative ranking of significant predictors. We observe that BRIDGING is judged to be by far the most important predictor followed by SUBORDINATOR and LENGTH. COMPLEXITY and DERANKING apparently play only comparatively minor roles for the ordering of concessive adverbial clauses.
A complementary view: Logistic regression
The logistic regression model was built by way of stepwise model simplification. That is, we started by fitting a maximal model that included all predictors and all their interactions and then, in a stepwise fashion, deleted all terms whose inclusion did not yield a statistically significant improvement over a model without that term. The resulting minimal adequate model comprised all main effects and one two-way interaction mentioned earlier between SUBORDINATOR and LENGTH. 12 The model shows a good performance in predicting clause position (Nagelkerke's R2 = 0.47, index of concordance C = 0.82) and overall performed at level comparable to that of the treebased models (single tree and random forest models).
13 Figure 3 presents the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve where the true positive rate is plotted against the false positive rate (rate of Type I error). In such graphs, the better model is the one with a larger area under the curve. 12 The suggested interaction between SUBORDINATOR and COMPLEXITY was not judged to be statistically significant (p > 0.15). 13 The index of concordance C is a generalization of the area under the Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve. Values > 0.8 indicate a good performance (cf., e.g., Baayen 2008 for details). Without going into the details of classification accuracy, we can see that (a) the random forest model performs best and (b) that the single tree model performs slightly better than the logistic regression model. These results are corroborated by a comparison of the error matrices of the three models (Table 2) , which shows that the random forest method exhibits the lowest the error rate. We may now turn to the estimated coefficients of the logistic regression model shown in Table 3 . Like the random forest, the logistic regression model also judges all predictors to be statistically significant for the task of predicting the position of the adverbial clause. We are also led to assume that BRIDGING is the most important predictor and that SUBORDINATOR and LENGTH are more important than COMPLEXITY and DERANKING. We might want to note that the relative importance of the latter two predictors is reversed here, which may be a result of the fact that correlating predictors negatively influence the validity of their corresponding regression coefficients. Random forests utilizing conditional inference trees are not so prone to this problem. However, given the relatively small effect size/variable importance of these factors, this need not bother us too much. Our results suggest that both variables will not assume very prominent roles in a full explanation of clause ordering. Figure 5 presents the logistic regression analysis in terms of odds ratios. It shows the antilogarithm of the regression coefficients instead of the coefficients themselves.
Figure 5: Presentation of logistic regression analysis in terms of odds ratios
All odds ratios greater than one, i.e. all values to the right of the dotted line in Figure 5 , suggest that the indicated change of value of a given variable increases the odds for final positioning. The chances for final positioning are about 1.6 times greater when the proportional length of the adverbial clause is 0.55 when compared to a length of 0.32.
14 Similarly, the chances for final positioning are about 2.7 times greater when the subordinator is whereas if compared to although. Jumping to COMPLEXITY, we observe that complex adverbial clauses are about 2 times more likely to occupy a final position than simple ones. Furthermore, we observe that a deranked adverbial clause is judged to be less likely to occur in final position than a balanced one (it is about 0.5 times more likely), and finally, the value approaching zero indicates that it is very highly unlikely to find a adverbial clause serving a bridging function to occur in sentence final position. These results complement and confirm the output of the random forest method. A convenient property of regression models is that they also allow for an explicit graphical representation of the nature of the strong interaction effect between SUBORDINATOR and LENGTH, which we alluded to in section 3.1. Figure 6 presents an effect plot visualizing the observed interaction, in which, for ease of interpretation, the logit transformed coefficients are transformed back into changes in predicted probability.
Figure 6:
Effect plot showing the interaction of LENGTH and SUBORDINATOR The graph shows the effect of the variable LENGTH on the relative positioning of the adverbial clause across subordinators as estimated by a binomial logistic regression model (all remaining factors are adjusted to their most frequent levels). For ease of interpretation, the logit transformed coefficients are transformed back into changes in predicted probability (the shaded areas surrounding the lines delimit a 95% confidence interval). Figure 6 shows that the effect of LENGTH depends on the choice of SUBORDINATOR: we observe that the probability of an adverbial clause assuming a sentence final position increases with growing length when the subordinator is although, which is very much in line with the processing-related consideration discussed above. Interestingly though, this trend is reversed when the subordinator is whereas.
DISCUSSION
Our results show that the positioning of concessive adverbial clauses within complex sentence constructions in written English is affected by all five investigated variables (DERANKING, COMPLEXITY, LENGTH, BRIDGING, and SUBORDINATOR). We have found that the positioning is most strongly governed by semantic and discourse-pragmatic factors. The most important variable is the presence of an anaphoric device indicating a bridging context. This finding supports the idea that adverbial clauses are placed in sentence-initial positions when their function is to organize the information flow in the ongoing discourse, i.e. their use is motivated by cohesion and information structuring considerations (cf. Diessel 2005; Givón 1990; Verstraete 2004) .
The type of concessive subordinator emerges as the second most important predictor, which reflects that the semantic difference between the two sub-groups of concessive constructions represented by although and whereas co-determines clause positioning. 15 The whereas group has been described as more restricted in usage to the effect that it requires antithesis between the contents of the two clausal constituents. The preferred positioning of whereas clauses is sentence final: 721 out of 1000 cases exhibit that position. The contrastive function can also be served by fronted adverbial clauses though, which leads us to the observed interaction between LENGTH and SUBORDINATOR. We observed that the effect of length depends on the type of subordinator heading the adverbial clause. Although-clauses exhibit the expected length effect, where the likelihood of final positioning increases with growing proportional size of the adverbial clause. In contrast, whereas-clauses showed the opposite tendency meaning that there are many cases in our data where lengthy adverbial clauses are in sentence-initial position. We can explain this interaction and, in particular, the relative heavy grammatical weight of initial whereas-clauses in recourse to the contrastive function of such constructions: when the function of a complex sentential construction is to highlight a perceived contrast between two propositions, information structural considerations instruct us to establish in the first of these clauses what might be called the shared conceptual array, which is necessary for any kind of comparison. This array is meant to comprise all conceptual building blocks (entities, predications, etc.) that are employed in the contrasted propositions. The verbalization of this shared conceptual background typically is more elaborate in the first of the two clauses as the information structural default seems to be to explicate the shared background first and 'pick it up' again in the second clause (rather than the other way around). 16 For instance, the first clause can be longer because it expresses shared discourse referents lexically (viz. relatively heavy constituents), while speakers can refer to them pronominally in the second clause. The verbalization of the first proposition can also be heavier as more lexical material is employed to evoke the necessary semantic frames, which need not be re-invoked in the second clause. Consider the example in (8) for illustration. (8) Whereas for Marxist-Leninists, the nationalization of property in the hands of a workers' State ensured that through the institutions which represented them --the State, the party, the soviets and the trade unions --the working masses were now in command, for libertarians this represented little more than a "change of guard". [BNC FB1] In (8) the contents expressed by "the nationalization of property in the hands of a workers' State" are referred to by an anaphoric this, which, of course, considerably reduces the amount of linguistic material needed to communicate the intended content.
In short, the observed interaction can be explained by the usage conditions on whereasclauses: they are employed to express contrasts between propositions and when they are preposed, they need to introduce all the information shared by the contrasted propositions, i.e. what we have termed here the shared conceptual array. For this reason, they are not in line with the predictions made by the 'end weight' principle, which asserts that the likelihood of final positioning should increase with growing proportional size of the adverbial clause. The variable that is arguably most closely related to processing-based explanations is LENGTH, which occupies only the third rank suggesting that the positioning is first and foremost driven by discourse pragmatic motivations. This conclusion is strengthened by the observed interaction between LENGTH and SUBORDINATOR, which showed that adverbial clauses headed by whereas systematically run counter the length constraint. While the effects of the remaining factors that may be associated with processing-based explanations, COMPLEXITY and DERANKING, are statistically significant, it must be acknowledged that their respective effect sizes are comparatively small, which is interpreted as additional evidence for the idea that adverbial clause ordering is most strongly driven by discourse pragmatic considerations, rather than processing related ones.
At this point, a caveat is in order: as we have investigated only written language it seems reasonable to cast into question how far the present results can be generalized so as to also adequately describe the dynamics observable in spoken language. It certainly seems plausible to assume that processing-related variables are most relevant under real-time constraints. Hence, the fact that they do play a comparatively minor (yet statistically significant) role in the present data might just be a consequence of our choosing to focus on written language. While being intuitively plausible, this reasoning goes against several previous word order studies. For instance, in his study on PP ordering, Hawkins 2000 finds strong support from written corpus data for an efficiencybased account of constituent order. Investigating the same phenomenon on the basis of an exhaustive analysis of the ICE-GB corpus, Wiechmann and Lohmann (submitted) report comparable effect sizes of (cognitive) efficiency in spoken and written language. These findings suggest that constituent ordering is not too dissimilar across modalities, provided that register and genre effects are controlled for. This is to be expected if we assume a causal connection between spoken and written language along the following lines: processing biases act on spoken language production and lead to skewed frequency distributions. Skewed distributions "fossilize" and become conventional orders (soft constraints). Conventional orders are adhered to in writing as well (as they are perceived as most natural and idiomatic). Therefore, written language should mirror spoken language. In light of these considerations, the more conservative hypothesis seems to be that a study investigating spoken language would find comparable results. 17 Finally, we would like to come back to the issue alluded to in section 1.1, namely the difficulty to fully disentangle processing-and discourse related effects. To further illustrate the intricate relationship of the two, it is helpful to return to Diessel's evaluation of the factors influencing the positioning of temporal clauses. Recall that Diessel found that the principle of iconicity (of sequence) was the strongest predictor of clause position. It does not seem to be entirely clear though at what level of description (and/or explanation) the principle of iconicity is situated. In other words: the boundaries between functional, cognitive and psycholinguistic types of explanation are not always clearly demarcated. Following Givón (1985) , Diessel claims that "iconicity of sequence, which is commonly characterized as a semantic principle, can be interpreted as a processing principle that contributes to the overall processing load of a complex sentence construction because a non-iconic clause order is difficult to plan and interpret" (Diessel 2088: 484) . This strikes us as plausible. The general point that we would like to make on the basis of this example is that, in some sense, many semantic and (discourse) functional principles can be related to and ultimately reduced to processing-related ones (cf. Givon 1995a: Chapter 8 for a discussion of coherence in text and mind).
18 All talk of information structuring since Halliday (1967) and pragmatic inferencing since Grice (1975) can, in principle, be recast in terms of processing principles and biases, which is not problematic per se. It only becomes a problem when one wishes to allocate a certain factor F to either one domain of explanation or the other. We acknowledge this general problem but believe that it is still reasonable to distinguish variables that are traditionally treated as discourse organizational (such as BRIDGING) from those that are more direct expressions of processing biases (such as LENGTH), if only to be able to better situate the factors that drive the ordering.
CONCLUSION
Based on a sample of 2000 instance from the written part of the BNC, the present study presents a multifactorial analysis of the positioning of English concessive clauses and sets out to assess the variable importance of five variables that have been proposed to 17 It is also conceivable that the symmetry can be established from the other direction as well. Concessive constructions are much more frequently employed in written language. It seems plausible to assume that those language users that make use of concessive constructions altogether make use of their experience with written language to derive models for spoken discourse. 18 There may very well be functional explanations that are not cognitive in some sense. For instance, explanations that make reference to dynamics of groups like Keller's invisible hand theory of language change (Keller 1994). affect the relative ordering of main and subordinate clauses. Adhering to what we believe is a conservative classification of the investigated variables, we observed that the presence or absence of an anaphoric item and the type of SUBORDINATOR, the two strongest predictors in our study, are semantic or discourse organizational in nature. The likelihood of fronting is greatest when it includes an anaphoric that takes up a nominal concept of the preceding clause as in (9): (9) … indicate that the typical temperature differences driving convection in a magma chamber are 0.1-10°C. Although these differences seem small … The analysis revealed that the variables more directly associated with processing, i.e. LENGTH, COMPLEXITY and arguably DERANKING, are statistically significant (long, complex and balanced concessive clauses tend to follow their associated main clauses, as (10) illustrates:
(10) He lived in 1935 (when I last saw him) in the utmost simplicity, although if he had been a little more conciliatory he could always have earned enough for his comfort --and his wife's.
However, when compared to the functional variables, these factors play only subsidiary roles. Our findings suggest that in order to attain greater explanatory adequacy theories that assign all causal roles to principles of cognitive efficiency (e.g. Hawkins 2004) should broaden their notions of what it means for a structure to be cognitively efficient. More specifically, our findings suggest that this broadening should involve the reinterpretation and incorporation of quantities that are typically situated at the level of discourse-pragmatics. 19 Furthermore, on a methodological note we have shown that random forests of conditional inference trees make for a valuable tool to be employed instead of or in combination with more familiar regression models as they handled correlating variables better and performed slightly better than the regression model in the presented scenario here.
